
607th AIR INTELLIGENCE SQUADRON 

 
 
MISSION 
The 607 Air Intelligence Squadron provides the Combined Forces Air Component Command 
Commander, Seventh Air Force with the Intelligence support necessary to plan, conduct, 
control and coordinate air operations in Air Combat Command accordance with the tasks 
assigned by the commander, Air Component Command and the commander, Pacific Air Forces. 
These activities are Air Combat Command accomplished through the commander, 607th Air 
Intelligence Group. Specific functions include indications and warning, analysis, targeting, 
collection management support, exploitation, and dissemination of all-source Intelligence 
information in support of combat planning, combat operations, Intelligence, Surveillance, and 
Reconnaissance management, and combat readiness of Seventh Air Force and subordinate 
units to include theater gained assets. The 607 Air Intelligence Squadron is primarily an 
Aerospace Operations Center unit. The 607 Air Intelligence Squadron provides substantive 
Intelligence support to Seventh Air Force, Air Component Command, United States Forces 
Korea and in-country and deployed unit Intelligence staffs. Day-to-day the squadron 
commander organizes trains and equips his personnel to perform their roles and missions in the 
KOREAN Aerospace Operations Center. He ensures the squadron: develops and maintains the 
ability to immediately support theater combat operations; develops, tests, refines, documents, 
and exercises armistice/wartime operational procedures; establishes working relationships with 
members of ROK, allied and other U.S. forces which will enhance wartime effectiveness. 
  
The, Intelligence Analysis Flight is the focal point for all-source Intelligence Preparation of the 
Battlespace and the Predictive Intelligence Analysis for the 607 Air Intelligence Squadron and 
the Korean Air Operations Center. Intelligence Analysis Flight provides daily assessments to the 
commander, Seventh Air Force, his staff, Korean counterparts, and the theater-gained units. 
During armistice, the analysis flight is designated as Intelligence Analysis Flight. During wartime, 
the analysis flight integrates as one of the five specialty teams into the Intelligence, 
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance division as the Analysis, Correlation, and Fusion Flight. The 
mission of Intelligence Analysis Flight is to provide the Air Operations Center Intelligence, 
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance division an Air Combat Command accurate picture of the 



battlespace and deliver predictive battlespace awareness to enable air component command's 
war fighting capabilities. 
  
Operations Flight provides the commander, staff and subordinate units of Seventh Air Force  
with fused, multi-source indications & warning. Provide support for theater SRO missions, ad 
hoc collections and time-sensitive targeting. Build and validate Intelligence, Surveillance, and 
Reconnaissance collection strategies and manage validated component collection plans and 
requirements during armistice, crisis and wartime. 
  
Imagery Flight Provides IMINT support to Pacific Command, United States Forces Korea, 
Seventh Air Force, Air Combat Command, and subordinate units for production of special 
imagery requirements. During crisis/wartime, supports the IMINT collection efforts of the Air 
Combat Command /a-2. 
  
The Readiness Flight exists to prepare all Intelligence units to execute combat operations. 
Specific responsibilities include: serves as point of contact responsible for overall management 
and development of all Seventh Air Force  and Air Combat Command  Intelligence exercise 
participation; evaluates contingency and wartime plans, polices, procedures, and personnel 
augmentation; Intelligence planning and participation for exercise Ulchi Focus Lens, the world’s 
largest command post exercise; Foal Eagle, the world’s largest air base ground defense 
exercise; and other exercises as required; plans Intelligence portion of time phased force 
deployment data document; coordinates the development and implementation of Intelligence 
annexes orders; serves as the point of contact to ensure all Seventh Air Force  and Air Combat 
Command  Intelligence exercise procedures are realistic, meet command objectives, unit 
readiness requirements, and coordinates development of scenarios and procedures which are 
realistic, meet command objectives, test wartime procedures and readiness, and provide a 
method for identifying serious war fighting procedural problems; focal point for Intelligence 
support to peninsula wings and units tasked to deploy to theater in response to tasking; 
responsible for Seventh Air Force  training range imagery requirements; acts as theater point of 
contact for unit deployment/contingency issues; reviews and coordinates on a semi-annual 
basis with provisional wings all co-located operating base focal point for Joint Worldwide 
Intelligence Communications System secure video-teleconferencing; during exercises, is 
responsible for the development and execution of the Air Combat Command  Intelligence 
control cells and evaluation functions. 
  
Target Development Flight provides Seventh Air Force commander and the Korean Theater Air 
Control System with all-source target Intelligence to plan, direct and control air operations with 
combined forces command components and allies during armistice, war or contingency. 
  
Systems Flight provides superior Intelligence systems support to ensure the combat 
effectiveness of the 607th Air Intelligence Squadron during armistice and wartime through 
timely and focused customer support of small computers, theater battle management systems, 
and national and theater sensor systems and through proactive advocacy and planning for 
Intelligence-related systems requirements. Provide effective augmentation to Intelligence and 



shelter management work centers as required during exercise and contingency. 
  
The squadron comprises six flights of approximately 180 officer and enlisted personnel. 
 
LINEAGE   
607th Air Intelligence Squadron 
Inactivated, 1 Jan 2009 
 
STATIONS 
Osan AB, South Korea 
 
ASSIGNMENTS 
 
COMMANDERS 
 
HONORS  
Service Streamers 
 
Campaign Streamers 
 
Armed Forces Expeditionary Streamers 
 
Decorations 
 
EMBLEM 
On a disc Argent, a point as a field of grass, foreground Sable background Vert, supporting a 
tiger Proper stalking in trian aspect, tail arcing toward a Taeguk in dexter chief, all within a 
narrow border Sable. Attached above the disc, a Blue scroll edged with a narrow Yellow border 
and inscribed “THE TIGER NEVER SLEEPS” in Yellow letters. Attached below the disc, a Blue 
scroll edged with a narrow Yellow border and inscribed  "607TH AIR INTELLIGENCE SQUADRON" 
in Yellow letters. SIGNIFICANCE: Ultramarine blue and Air Force yellow are the Air Force colors.  
Blue alludes to the sky, the primary theater of Air Force operations.  Yellow refers to the sun 
and the excellence required of Air Force personnel.  The tiger represents the strength of the 
unit in surveillance and reconnaissance and being responsive to North Korean activities.  The 
field of grass symbolizes the unit’s abilities to decipher information through all source analysis.  
The Yin-Yang icon is a national symbol of the Republic of Korea.   
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